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This booklet is the fourth of four summarising 100 years of College History. It chronicles 
some of the events involving the College and its alumni from 1980 and the introduction 
of the ‘Single Gate’  IOT system, training officers destined for all branches of the RAF, 
and its replacement in 2006 by the IOTC of today.


The other three booklets cover Cranwellian milestones either side of this 
period, viz:


• Book 1 - The Pre-War Formative Years, covering the trials and tribulations of setting 
up and sustaining an independent military air academy for the RAF and establishing it 
as the RAF’s spiritual home.


• Book 2 - Cranwellians At War, covering the war years and examining the 
contributions Cranwellians made to defending our nation in its hour of need. 


• Book 3 - The New Normal, covering the recovery from war, the impact of the Jet 
Age, the Cold War and the transition from a school-sourced flight cadet system to a 
Graduate Entry Scheme training the mature student with the same laudable aims and 
objectives in mind.


Each book gives a summary of milestone events and achievements with embedded ‘hot 
links’ to supporting videos, audio and more detailed, researched material. Every attempt 
has been made to record facts as they occurred, with references to source material 
added where relevant. Many of the entries are extracts taken from the RAF College 
Journals issued at the time, themselves a reflection of College life.

Introduction



1978 Journal Article - The New SGIOT System



1980s - IOTs 41 to 121



1990s - IOTs 122 to 1990s



2000s - IOTs 181 to 216 (E)



1981 - Royal Visit Queen’s Review 

24 Jet Provost fly overhead in E II R 
formation at the first dress 

rehearsal for the Queen’s Review



Journal Article 1982 - Barkston Heath



Journal Article - Officer Cadet Training Review



Journal Article - The New IOTC
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Journal Article - The New SERE 
THE NEW SPECIAL ENTRANT AND RE-ENTRANT COURSES

Some SERE will Pass Out with the IOTC of the day



2000s - IOTCs 1 to 16



2000s - IOTCs 17 to 61



2006 Journal Article - ‘Holding’



2006 Journal Article - Bader Maquette 

http://www.cranwellian-ian.com/ewExternalFiles/College%20Bells.mp4


Journal Article 2006 - Jack Holt Memorial Award



Journal Article - 2009 Royal Review



Journal Article - 2009 Royal Review



Journal Article - 2009 Royal Review 



2010 Journal Article - The Cranwell Whistle



2018 Joint Officer/Airmen Graduation - The Future?
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